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The next level in creative LED design - the Aluvision Hi-LED 55 range of products includes curve, edge, flat and floor LED 
panels at a 2.5mm pixel pitch. Every panel fits seamlessly into the Aluvision modular framework or can be used as a 
standalone creative display solution to achieve limitless creativity in exhibition, retail and conference environments.  

From the highest resolution LED floor on the market to the 90-degree non-faceted curve, the Hi-LED 55 is bringing creative 
design to exhibition stands with sustainability, seamless design and a flush finish. 

Aluvision Hi-LED 55
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Super Clear Glass 8mm

Hi-LED p55

Aluminium sub-floor 10mm

Aluvision adjustable foot

Achieve a seamless high-resolution floor-to-
ceiling display using the Hi-LED 55 floor at a 

■	2.5mm pixel pitch 

■	Robust & durable for event environments 

Hi-LED 55 2.5mm FLOOR
The highest resolution LED floor on the 

Build a seamless cylinder or circular pillar 
using the 2.5mm concave curve panels. 

■ 2.5mm pixel pitch

■ Fixed 90-degree curve 

■ Combine the concave and convex  

Hi-LED R437 2.5mm CONCAVE
Create a true non-faceted curved display

Design a true, seamless convex curve 
using the 2.5mm convex panels, including 

■	2.5mm pixel pitch

■	Fixed 90-degree curve 

Hi-LED R437 2.5mm CONVEX
Create archways and curved corners 

The two-sided 90-degree corner panels 
offer seamless edges and corners for tunnel 

■	2.5mm pixel pitch

■	2 sides closed 

Hi-LED 2.5mm EDGE
90-degree corner edge

Build immersive cubes, bold boxed designs 
and seamless cornered displays with our 

■	2.5mm pixel pitch

■	3 sides closed 

Hi-LED 2.5mm 3D CORNER
3-sided 3D cube

The Hi-LED 55 flat tile can be used alongside 
the creative LED panels to build tunnels, 

■	2.5mm pixel pitch

■	Flush integration 

Hi-LED 55 2.5mm FLAT
Flush unforgettable LED-scapes 

Hi-LED 55 PRODUCTS
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Products used:

Products used:

Products used:Products used:

Products used:

Concave

Flat

Flat

Aluvision L-shaped corner frames

Edge

Flat

Concave

Flat

Flat	panel	in	bespoke	floor	system

Get creative with Hi-LED 55: How to integrate Hi-LED 55 into your stand design, retail space or conference environment.

Innovative design ideas
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